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SUMMARY 
The s t u d y was c a r r i e d o u t i n some v i l l a g e s of A l i g a r h 
D i s t t . ( 2 7 ° 5 4 ' N and 7 8 ° 0 5 ' E, 186 m m s l ) . The h a b i t a t 
tyjses f o u n d i n t h e s t u d y s i t e a r e c u l t i v a t i o n (64%), U s a r 
(22/o)/ i a l l o v j l a n d {6%), S c r u b l a n d (5%) and g r a s s l a n d (3%) , 
T}:ie work was s t a r t e d i n A p r i l 1989 w i t h a s u r v e y and t h e n 
s t u d y on c r o p r a i d i n g b e h a v i o u r comnienced from May 1989 t o 
Cjctobcr 1989 and t h e n f rom J u l y 1990 - O c t o b e r 1990 . 
The e n t i r e s t u d y was c a r r i e d o u t w i t h t h e a c t i v e 
:nip}'orL of l o c a l v i l l a g e r s . C b s e i v a t i o n s v.'ere made i n 4 
h ' - i i rJy s h i f t s i n Morn ing and e v e n i n g , a l s o t h e o b n e i v a t i o n s 
wore t a k e n i n s t r i c t m o o n l i g h t n i g h t s o n l y . The p a r a m e t e r s 
v;liich vjere e v a l u a t e d f o r d e t e r m i n i n g t h e p a t t e r n s of damage 
and f a c t o r s p e r t a i n i n g t o c r o j ) - r a i d i n g a r e : (a) p a t t e r n and 
t ime of r a i d i n g , (b) n a t u r e of daiTiage (c) p h e n o p h a s e s t u d i e s 
i n r e l a t i o n t o dainage b a s e d on c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of c r o p g r o w t h s 
ond s t a g e s and p a r t s damaged f o r damage a s s e s s m e n t s t u d i e s , 
c i r c u l a r p l o t s of 2m r a d i u s and s q u a r e p l o t s of 5m x 5m were 
u s e d . The t r a n s e c t s were l a i d a t v a r y i n g d i s t a n c e s i n t h e 
c r o p s from t h e f o r e s t i s l a n d s o r c o v e r . The damage a s s e s s -
ment s t u d i e s were f o c u s s e d on 4 c r o p s v i z . M a i z e , J o w a r , 
A r h a r and S u g a r c a n e , T h e s e c r o p s f i e l d s were s e l e c t e d a t 
v a r y i n g d i s t a n c e s from t h e c o v e r . The p a r a m . e t e r s e v a l u a t e d 
f o r t h e damage a s s e s s m e n t s t u d i e s a r e e x t e n t of damage and 
i n t e n s i t y of damage . P r e f e r e n c e r a t i o s were c a l c u l a t e d i n 
a mixed c r o p of J u t e , J o w a r , A r h a r and D h a i n c h a . S i n c e 
H a i s e i s m o s t l y damaged a t c o b s t a g e , t h e damage a s s e s s m e n t 
i n c o b s was til so p e r f o r m e d and t h e y i e l d a f t e r damage was 
- : 2 ; -
evalua ted . To compute the damage in e a r l y s tages of crop 
grov.'th, one f i e l d in the i n t e r i o r of v i l l a g e v/as sampled 
to a s c e r t a i n the standard f igures and compared with a fifeld 
wliich suffered from damage. 
u s u a l l y the animals r a id the crops in herds, while 
feeding toge the r males show no dominance and considerable 
to le rance l i m i t s e x i s t . Females of the herd keep v i g i l 
while feed ing . There appears no fixed l e a d e r of tlie group 
enter ing the crop f i e l d s . The group may be l ed by an adu l t 
or sub-adu l t or female. Animals usua l ly e n t e r the crop f ie lds 
between 1800-1900 h r s , and r e t r e a t back to cover by 0500 hrs 
to 0600 h r s . Raiding in the day time i s more often when the 
crops l i k e sugarcane, jowar, arhar and ba j ra , which grow t a l l 
enough hide a s tanding n i l g a i , a t t a i n a p a r t i c u l a r he igh t . 
Crops are mostly damaged in the i n i t i a l s t ages or during 
spi-outing phase . The next mass damage occurs a t the time 
of cob, pod or f r u i t format ion. The damage ge ts reduced 
during growth phase of the c r o p s . Bedding i s mostly done 
in f o r e s t patches but in crop f i e l d s i t i s mostly performed 
in sugarcane crop . The animals cons tan t ly move while 
feeding on c rops . 
The p a t t e r n of damage i s i r r e g u l a r and i t has no 
r e l a t i o n with the d i s t ance from the f o r e s t cover . The 
damage was recorded more on the v i l l a g e s ide in case of 
maize. In Arhar i t was more or l e s s uniform on a l l the s ides 
But in Jowar the damage on f o r e s t s ide was extremely high 
and on v i l l a g e s ide i t vjas very low. 
- : 3 : -
In a mixed crop the order of preference in 
ascending order recorded i s Jowar-Arhar-Dhaincha and 
J u t e . AS for as the daniage assessment in maize cobs 
i s concerned the following f igures emerge out , the y ie ld 
of maize in the study area i s 7,5 q /ha . The actual 
y ie ld of cobs/ha a f t e r damage would come down to 3, l05q/ha 
and the ac tua l y ie ld of gra ins a f t e r damage would f a l l 
down to 1.98 q/ha . 
The methods appl ied by v i l l a g e r s to scare n i l g a i 
are not e f f e c t i v e . Several methods have been discussed 
with t h e i r c o s t - b e n i f i t a n a l y s i s . Wi ld l i fe ba r i e r s may be 
of g r e a t use but the cos t involved i s e x o r b i t a n t . Besides 
crops the na tu ra l vege ta t ion l i k e grasses within the crop 
f i e l d i s a l so consumed by N i l g a i . 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION : 
Nilgai, (Boselaphug tragocamelus Palas), is the largest Indian 
antelope both in terms of size and weight (Prater,1980) . Its range 
of distribution in the Indian Sub-continent extends from the 
Himalayan foothills in the North to Karnataka in the South, from 
West Bengal in the East to Gujarat in the West (Fig.l). 
Nilciai has been reported in Pakistan, mainly along Indo-Pak 
border (Mirza & Khan,1975 and Roberts,1977) and also in Parts of 
Nopal (iJinerstien, 1979) . Apart from Indian Sub-continent it is 
also found in Texas, USA, where it was introduced in 1941 
(Scheffield et al 1983) . 
Once roaming in enormous numbers in their natural habitat of 
open hiJly, undulating plains covered with grass and patches of 
scrub land (Adams,1858 & Blanford,1888), its number had declined 
during the last couple of decades mainly due to changes in habitat 
brought about by agricultural developments (Schaller,1967 ) . 
Compelled by the progressive loss of its natural habitat in 
moKl parts oC India, Nilgai lias been forced to occupy cultivated 
fields and is considered as a pest by causing considerable damage 
to agricultural crops (Prakash,1986; Rajpurohit & Mohnot,1988 ; 
Ghosh et al,1988 and Chauhan & Sawarkar,1989). 
Fig.1 Distribution of Nilgai in India 
The protection given to Nilgai after the inception of the 
Wildlife (Protection) Act,1972r reversed the declining trend in 
Nilgai number and at present there are many locally over-abundant 
population of Nilgai throughout the country (Chauhan & Sawarkar, 
1989). Consequently with the spurt in population growth the damage 
caused to crops has also risen to proportionately high degree. 
Judgement of an animal as pest is often somewhat subjective 
unless a more objective evaluation is offered in economic terms 
(Putman,1989). Some animals become pest when they exist in 
inappropriate numbers (eg. the current pest status of Blackbuck in 
Jodhpur where they are given fullest possible protection by 
Bishnois, Sharma,1989 ; Ghosh et al,1988) or in a wrong context 
(eg. Blackbuck in Mudumal where readily accessible crop fields 
exist adjacent to the protected area, Prasad & Ramanna Rao,1980). 
or comparatively higher growth rate due to lack of predators 
(Ali,1982). Another reason of a species being a pest is the lack 
of a nntural balance with the surrounding ecosystem which may 
equally result if man's interference has altered the environment to 
such an extent that an animal no longer finds itself in the 
environment to which it was originally adapted. Thus excessive 
habitat degradation with loss of natural habitats to agriculture or 
developmental projects may force an animal to live in an unnatural 
environment (eg. crop fields). 
The wildlife found in the protected areas are better taken 
raio fi r win lo I hose that remained in cultivation were almost 
neglected. As a result of all these negligence these animals 
adopt od IhiH 'now habitat' of crop fields and derived theli- liaHir-
needs from the valuable crops and caused considerable damage to 
them in due course of time. These animals developed a tolerance 
limit of living parallel to human habitation with all sorts of 
disturbances and diverting their feeding behaviour from the natural 
vegetation of forest to the artificially grown crops in a seasonal 
pattern. 
Moreover the islands of natural forests surrounded by 
agriculture encoiiraged these animals to easily meet the objectives 
and return back to their natural resorts in the event of 
disturbance and harassment. These animals are flourishing at the 
cost f>f crops owing (o the non-availability of sufficienL natural 
food. Consequently villagers encourage poachers who take a heavy 
toll of this species. In India 80% of the population exists in 
villages with prime occupation of cultivation which in majority of 
cases provides the only source of earning to the peasants. India's 
agriculture owes its flourishment and high yield to a favourable 
monsoon at the right instance and timely supply of other resources. 
Utiwf-vcr, if any of I IU^HC arc lacliing I hen the yield get M affoflfd 
to considerably low. Besides if the crops are destroyed by 
undesired wild animals then the situation gets further aggravated. 
This study deals with the same problem of crop damage by Nilgai 
with a view to examining or quantifying the extent of damage under 
such cases. 
Hardly any research work has so far been done on this species 
in India apart from some surveys to determine the distribution and 
population status of the species. In depth studies on the causes 
of the presence of Nilgai in agricultural fields and ecobehavioural 
research for instance crop-raiding behaviour are essential to 
understand the complex problem on scientific and objective levels 
and then to suggest measures for mitigation. This study is the 
first attempt in this direction by evaluating the extent of damage 
to different crops, phenophase studies of crops relating to damage 
and the preference, if any, to various crops. The harassment and 
disturbance factors, determining the presence and absence of Nilgai 
in the crops at varying distances from the source of disturbance, 
have also been studied in relation to damage. This study also 
takes into account the nature of damage, the intensity of damage 
and the behavioural patterns while damaging. Besides these an 
attempt has also been made to critically evaluate the resilient 
devices for the mitigation of the problem 
The study incorporates the following objectives : 
1. to study the crop raiding behaviour in relation to 
different phenophases of the crops 
2. to quantify the damage caused by Nilgai to the crops 
grown in the study area. 
3. to critically evaluate the measures taken to solve the 
problem of crop raiding by Nilgai. 
Existing information : 
The bulk of published information on Nilgai has come from 
Texas,USA (Scheffield, 1981). In the Indian context the Journal of 
B.N.H.S. has been a principal source for information on this Wild 
animal. Schultz (1986) studied the management of crops by Nilgai. 
He emphasised on Wildlife barriers to control the problematic 
animals from going to the crop fields. Schultz (1986) evaluated 
the crop damage by Nilgai in Haryana. Chauhan & Sawarkar (1989) 
reported on problems of over-abundant population of Nilgai in 
Haryana & M.P. and their management strategies. Prakash (1986), 
Rajpurohit and Mohnot (1988), Ghosh et al (1988) etc. evaluated the 
pest status of Nilgai in Jodhpur distt., Rajasthan. Ramveer (1992, 
Ph.d. dissertation unpublished) has studied the problem of crop 
raiding by Nilgai and Blackbuck in Haryana. 
CHAPTER II 
STUDY AREA : 
General Information. 
East of Aligarh on the state highway no.105, which connects 
Aligarh to Moradabad, at 8km from Aligarh lies an APPRO (Action for 
food production) project farm. The APPRO farm is located 4km north 
of this road. The main study area is located at Co-ordinates 
27'54' N and 78'05' E at elevation of 186m above mean sea level 
(Fig. 2). The study area lies in the Upper Ganga-Yamuna doab. The 
geology is stample and rather monotonous comprising only the 
gangetic alluvium. It experiences the tropical monsoon type of 
climate with its characteristic seasonal rhythm marked by the 
north-east and north-west monsoon. The relative humidity during 
winter (Nov.- Feb.) ranges from 63.71% at 0830 hrs to 45.28% at 
1730 hrs ,iiiil (hirinci Ruiumer (Mai'.-Jun.) it ranges from 37% at 0B30 
hrs to 16.21% hrs at 1730 hrs. Mean daily maximum and minimum 
temperatures in winters are 21.7' C and 7.6" C respectively. In 
summer the mean daily maximum and minimum temperatures are 41.3' C 
and 26.5' C respectively. The average annual rainfall is 647.3 mm 
of which 87% is received by south-west monsoon (June - Sept.). 
Surrounding the APPRO farm are vast stretches of cultivation 
and 'Usar land' (Saline-Alkaline soils) besides two comparatively 
smaller but densei' patches of 40 and 24ha. There exist 4 villages 
viz. Talaspur Kalan, Darapur, Gurshikaran and Mauakhera. These 
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villages possess their own cultivation and Usar lands apart from 
small bits of crop fields belonging to AFPRO. The entire study 
aiiM iiKMMuicH .11(11111(1 20 Hcj.kin. «*ovfriiu| I wo luitmal loreHL paLcheH, 
Usar land, unfertile' abandoned land (fallow) and cultivation. The 
present area does not include human habitation, house wells, canals 
etc. In all the four villages the total percentage of cultivated 
land is 64%, Usar land is 22%, fallow land is 6% and the rest would 
be area under human habitation and other uses. 
Vegetation : 
The vegetation of the area is classified as an arid open scrub 
commonly known as 'Rakhs' (Champion & Seth,1968). It is classified 
into Babul savanna of saline/alkaline scrub type. Two natural 
forest patches of 40ha and 24ha are located to the northeast. The 
top canopy is constituted by spp. like: Acacia catechu,Prosopis 
iuliflora,P. cineraria,P. specigera,Melia azadirachta,Azadirachata 
indica ,Cordia dichotma , Pongainia pinnata , Pongaroia spp. .Syzygium 
cumini.Dalbergia sisso.Butea monosperroa,Acacia nilotica.A. 
leucophloe and isolated unhealthy stunted trees of Phoenix 
sylvestris. Among shrubs: CapfiAEia decidua CJ. sep-axja.CalotroplsL 
procera,Zizyphus spp.,Salvadora oleoides etc. Ground cover is very 
thin because of denseness of canopy cover. The usar tracts have 
the following species : 
Spo robo1u s diander,S. coromendelianus,Trianthema 
crystallina,Tamarix dioeca, Tribulus teroestris,Portulaca 
oljexacea , Heliotropium trigosum, Sp_lanu_m survattense ,EjchjjLops. 
echinatus , Phyla nudif lora,Dactyloctenium aegypticuin etc. 
Within crop fieldfl the herbs which are common are Boerh<ivia 
difJLusat, MaLvagtmia corQmendelianuiQ, Eumaria indLuia, Melilo-tiia 
aljb^ _,yic.i.a h lr.su tja, £ot e n t jJla s p m n a , cliej3QEo.diuja aJJamn r axgemojie 
me X i c a n a,Sperqula arvensis,Oxalis cuniculata,Erigeron 
bonariensis,Pulicaria crispa,Corchorus aestuans,Indigofera 
spp.fAchyranthus aspera* Some climbers and twiners are: Rhyncosia 
inij)jyma , Coccjli_a cordif olia, Ipomea pestigridis ,Mukia roadraspatana. 
Among sedges Cyperus rotundus and £j. coropressus are dominant. 
Among the grasses: Vetiverria, zizanoidea, Erianthus 
munia,C y n o d o n dactyIon,Imperata cy1indrica,Digitaria 
bicornis,Dichanthium annulatum,Cenchrus ciliaris,Sacharaum 
spp..Setaria verticillata,Panicum antidotale,Dendrocalamus 
strictus. 
Habitat Type : 
The main habitat can be defined as open scrubland with large 
tracts of usar and extensive cultivation. At several palaces on 
usar land small isolated grassland (Vetiverria zizanoides and 
Saccharuro spp) are visible. This may be the result of the onset of 
secondary succession of usar land. Table 1 shows the percent area 
covered by the various habitat types. 
Habitat types in the study area 
Crop EfygimGn r 
The diverse soil type, topography and distinct climate in 
different regions are responsible for the particular crop type and 
the cropping pattern in the region. Aligarh which lies in the 
Upper Gangetic plains is characterised by a tropical monsoon type 
of climate (Singh,1987). Since the present study deals with crop 
raiding behaviour of Nilgai it becomes necessary to understand the 
cropping pattern, seasonality and other relevant and related 
aspects for the overall crop regimen of the area. The cropping 
pattern of an area is the proportion of the area under various 
crops at given point of time. Cropping pattern also implies the 
time duration for which a crop is grown and total acreage covered 
by the crop. It includes the most commonly grown crop, the 
intensity, the crop rotation and the crop combination (Javed,1990 
unpublished). 
The cropping patterns in northern India are characterised by 
two distinct season - Kharif (Jul.-Oct.) and Rabi (Oct.-Mar.). The 
crops cultivated in the intervening period of March-June is Zaid 
which consists mostly of other crops besides the fodder crops and 
vegetables. Some crops are grown mixed i.e. Mixed cropping or 
change in rotation (Rotational cropping). Depending upon soil 
fertility (one crop during one season). Double cropping (Dofasali-
Two crops per season) or Multiple cropping in a year is followed. 
The crop occupying the highest percentage of area in a region is 
called 'base crop' and all other crops grown in the same season are 
additional crops. On basis of this the two well defined cropping 
pattern i.e. Kharif based cropping pattern and Rabi based cropping 
pattern are recognised. These are further subdivided into the main 
crops of each season. The Kharif includes Rice based, Jowar based, 
Millet based and Maize based cropping patterns while Rabi includes 
Wheat based. Gram based Jowar based and Mustard based cropping 
patterns (ICAR,1987). For the Kharif based cropping pattern, the 
intensive study area contributes the following figures: Maize based 
cropping 26%, Bajra based 25% and Jowar based cropping 21%. In the 
Rabi based cropping pattern Wheat based cropping attributed to 65%. 
Table 2 shows the area under Kharif crops in the study area. 
Mixed Cropping or crop combination is practiced because it not only 
gives additional harvest in the same field but also ensures optimum 
utilisation of the land, nutrients and other agricultural inputs. 
One such combination (Jute + Jowar + Arhar + Dhencha) was chosen to 
understand the preference ratio of the study animal 
Table 1: Pfrevnl area covered under each habitat type. 
Habitat type Name of the habitat Area covered (%) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 
5. 
Cultivation 
Usar 
Fallow land 
Scrubland 
Grassland 
64% 
22% 
06% 
05% 
03% 
Table 2: Area under Kharif crop in the four villages 
CROPS 
Rice 
Ba jra 
Maize 
Arhar 
Urd 
Sugar 
cane 
Jowar 
Guar 
Dhencha 
OiIseeds 
Sugar 
beet 
Vegetab-
-les 
Cotton 
Talaspur Kalan 
2.977 
23.284 
23.737 
17.534 
0.282 
0.591 
23.751 
1.653 
4.517 
0.100 
0.200 
0.500 
ni 1 
Cowpea 1 nil 
V I L L A G E 
Darapur 
6.366 
24.737 
11.602 
10.489 
nil 
1.000 
15.151 
0.550 
2.982 
nil 
nil 
nil 
1.00 
nil 
S (Area in Hec 
Gurshikaran 
15.846 
17.707 
76.000 
25.697 
0.225 
17.029 
47.393 
nil 
1.360 
nil 
nil 
nil 
0.660 
0.635 
tares) 
Mauakhera 
5.200 
35.602 
28.368 
28.923 
nil 
4.282 
14.769 
3.410 
0.600 
nil 
nil 
0.749 
0.900 
0.541 i 
CHAPTER III 
MKTI10I)0I,(K1Y : 
The work on this project commenced in April, 1989 with a 
survey of cultivated areas inhabited by Nilgai. The survey 
included interview with villagers on the presence and abundance 
of Nilgai, the extent of crop damage, incidence of poaching and 
attitude of villagers towards poaching. The survey also 
iv-icluded study of indirect evidences, viz. footprints and dung 
piles of Nilgai and signs of browsing and trampling on the 
presence and abundance as well as the use of crops by Nilgai. 
The field study on crop raiding behaviour started in the 
May, 19R9 to 2nd week of October,1989 and July 1990 to October, 
1990. 
The entire study was carried out with the active support 
cUuJ pa il i ('i I lal i on of villagers using a questionnaire approach. 
Crop-raiding behaviour : Observations were made in 4 hourly 
shift at the first and third part of a day. The two shifts, 
morning (from 0600 hrs to 1000hrs)and evening (from 1400hrs to 
lOOOhrR) were followed on alternate days. Night observations 
were also taken but strictly in bright moonlight from 2300hrs to 
OlOOhrs. 
Follov\/ing parameters were evaluated for determining the 
patterns of damage and factors pertaining to crop-raiding using 
focal and scan animal sampling as well as adlibitum observations 
(Altman,1973 ; Lehner,1979) . 
(a) Pattern and Time of Raiding : This involved the data on 
the number of animals in a herd or number of groups entering the 
fields and coming out of the fields, group leader, time of 
raiding, frequency of animals in a herd in different seasons and 
at different times of the day, if there is no fixed time of 
raiding, were also assessed. 
(b) Nature of Damage : This amounts to assessing the kind 
of damage, whether it has been caused by feeding on the plants 
or by trampling the crop. This was obtained by observing the 
indirect evidences like browsing signs and thatched/trampled 
crop plants within the sampling units. 
(fO Phenophase FtLiadioB : This considered the part of the 
crop eaten or damaged and in what stage of the plant growth or 
Phase. All the crops occurring in the area, their sowing and 
harvesting times were recorded in order to be aware of the 
availability of different food items for Nilgai in different 
months and seasons. Cropping pattern, seasonality of the crops, 
area under each crop, the average yield of crops etc. of the 
study site were studied. The changes in crops, phenophases, 
ul ilisal i(in of fields for rotations and heiglit of certain crops 
(as a function of time) which act as day time refuge were also 
taken into account. The height and growth of the following 
crops vjere studied, Hordeum vulgare, SaccjLia,rum 
fiJJ.iclDarpjn[i,.S.esija_Q.la a^gyptic^, EaQiLisLeiJarQ ty pJtialdsma, and 
cajanus cajan. The following phases and stages in crops were 
recognised. 
1) Sprouting Phase : When the seedling appears on the ground 
till 20 days of growth. 
2) Growth phase I : When the seedling further grows and 
attains a height when hardening of structures begins. 
3) Growth Phase II : When the structure hardens and pod,cob or 
fruit formation starts. In case of sugarcane, culms change 
colour and thick juice appear. 
4) Harvesting Stage : When the structures like cob, pod or 
fruit mature and leaves start shedding. 
Damage Assessment studies : Out of the 4 villages mentioned in 
the study area, the village Mauakhera was selected for the 
damage assessment studies on the maximum sightings of animals in 
this zone of the study area. 
The damage assessment studies were focussed on four crops 
viz. Zea mays, Cajanus cajan, Hordeum vulgares and Saccharum 
officinarum. All the fields harbouring these crops were 
extensively surveyed and then the fields for sampling were 
selected keeping in mind the distance of the fields from the 
forest patches which act as refuge and the presence & absence 
of indirect evidences. Most of the sampling was carried out in 
the fields adjacent to forest and Saline-Alkaline/fallow lands 
away from the village. A few fields inside the village were 
also sampled for standard values as in these fields the damage 
by Nilgai was never recorded. 
Two methods for sampling were followed. Circular plots 
along selective transects and square plots of 5mx5m (Melvitte 
et.al,1983) in the selected fields. Transects were walked from 
forest end to village end in the preselected fields. The 
transects were walked from edge to edge (Manikowski & 
Sweets,1984 ; Schmid & Hawa Muse,1988). At every 10m a circular 
plot of 2m radius was laid and damage assessed. Transects were 
spread 10m apart. The square plots of 5mx5m were first laid in 
an undamaged field and then in a damaged fields under the same 
crop. The stocking densities of plants in the two fields were 
compared. In the damaged fields several barren spots or spaces 
devoid of any growth were observed which were an outcome of 
early sprouting damage either by trampling or feeding. In 
consequent to this the crop could not recover even in the growth 
phase leaving the present barren spots or spaces (Crawley,1989) . 
The damage in the square plots was assessed in the similar way 
as done in circular plots at different locations in the field. 
The square plots were laid randomly on the edges and in the 
center of damaged and undamaged fields (Melvitte et al,1983). 
The following parameters were evaluated for assessing the 
damage : 
(a) Extent of Damage : This involved counting within the 
sampling units, the number of plants damaged, undamaged and 
whether the recovery of damaged plants is possible or not. 
(b) Intensity of Damage : This was carried out by comparing 
the extent of damage within a damaged field while walking on 
transects from forest end to village end. The sampling units 
were compared on the edge of the field adjacent to Saline-
Alkaline/fallow land and fo.rest side, the midfield and edge of 
the fi.elcl towards the village side. Also two fields, one 
,»d )a<'fiit 1(1 s.i I i n<'"Alkal ine/f al low land or forest side and one 
inside t lie village were selected for comparing the intensity of 
damage. This exercise also took into consideration the 
tolerance of the animals to human habitations if the damage has 
occurred in the field right inside the village and the i'egular 
and irregular pattern of damage if within the damaged field the 
damage spreads all around indicating free access to all the 
parts of the field. It is presumed that damage is more 
concentrated on the edge of the field a few meters away from the 
forest patch and fallow/Saline-Alkaline land because of easy 
accessibility to this end of the field. 
Assessing the Preference Ratio, if any to crops : This amounts 
to deriving the preference to any particular crop if the damage 
takes place in a field possessing two or more crops. This was 
obtained by assessing within sampling units the maximum number 
of plants of a particular crop damaged or browsed. One such 
field foniaining Jute, Dhencha, Jowar and Arhar was assessed for 
this parameter. 
The percent availability of each crop was calculated by 
counting the plants of each crop in a square plot of 5mx5m. The 
percent utilisation was also calculated by assessing the number 
of plants eaten of each crop in the same plot. Preference 
ratios were calculated by the following formula as described by 
Petrides (1975) . 
P - rl/r Where P = Preference ratio 
rl= % utilisation and r2= % availability 
Electivity indices were also calculated using the 
following formula : 
E = rl-r/rl+r Where E= Electivity index 
rl= %utilisation and 
r2= %availability 
Damage Assessment to Maize cobs : 
When the damage assessment studies were carried out the 
maize crop was in cob stage of various forms. In three 
different fields the plants were looked for the number of cobs 
in a single plant to get the average number of cob(s) in a 
single plant. Maize occurs in two varieties of Pilli (yellow) 
and Safed (white). For this purpose 10 cobs each of the two 
varift res were randomly selected from the harvested piles of 
undamaged cobs. First, individual cobs were weighed using the 
spring balance After weighing individual cobs, grains were 
extracted from the cobs and weighed in the same sequence. These 
weights were presumed to be the standard weight (after taking 
the average) since these cobs were damage free. Similarly 20 
samples of damaged cobs were selected and weighed, first 
individually and then the grains were extracted and weighed 
accordingly. The average weights of damaged cob and grains were 
evaluated similarly as was done for undamaged cob and grains. 
The two weights were computed in terms of percent loss. 
To know wild her there is a significant difference between 
the damage on l:he edge of the field towards the forest, midfield 
and on the edge towards village, the data were tested 
statistically using chi-square and students T-test. Similarly 
the data were tested statistically to compare the damage in the 
field adjacent to forest patch and the field right inside the 
village to assess if there is a significant difference between 
the two through chi-square and students T-test. 
CHAPTER IV 
CROP-RAIDING BEHAVIOUR : 
Iniloduai ian : 
This pertains to all kinds of behaviour followed while 
raidinq crops, viz. time of raiding, qroup characteristics, 
movement patterns, effect of disturbances (harassment) on feeding 
behaviour, any aggression or shyness towards humans, pattern of 
damage, cause of damage (feeding or trampling) to crops etc. 
Whr>t her the animals move or not while feeding is importarU 
since much movement may invite disturbance from crop owners. On 
harassment do the animals flee towards forest patches or run 
haphazardly?. What is the flight distance ? After feeding do 
the animals bed in the forest patches or in the crop fields 
itself before resuming to feed again? This aspect would show 
extent of damage by trampling. What stages of the crop growth 
are more/less vulnerable to damage ? 
Rr-Ku/f.s fi /)/,srrT/.srs ions : 
Owing to the availability of the forest patches in the 
vicinity of cultivation, Nilgai have tailored their feeding 
behaviour in order to suffer the least disturbance and 
harassment. During the day time these forest islands provide 
refuge and by sunset the animals start moving to the crop fields. 
The damage may also occur during day time in the absence of 
harassment. Usually the animals raid the crops in herds ranging 
from 2-18 individuals. Out of the total sightings in crop 
fields, 37.25% were solitary bulls, 41.17% mixed herds consisting 
'^' tfw 
'\'-
7<^l. » 
A herd of Nilgai in wheat crop at maturity 
•j\: 
h^/fSLr-^^^r^i^^F^;^ fC-V:* 
A bull in mustard field in growing stage 
of ma I OK, females and caJves (Sub-adults) and 21.57% were all 
female herds. 
tolerance limits exist, two males may even feed at the same point 
without displaying any aggression. While feeding females keep 
vigil frequently and this exercise is performed by two or three 
females in the herd. Sometimes bulls become aggressive towards 
humans who try to chase them away from the crop fields. 
Solitary bulls sometimes charge at the chaser. 
There appears no fixed leader of groups while entering the 
crop fields. The group may be led by an adult male or adult 
female and at times even a sub-adult male leads the group. Out 
of the 17 observations when Nilgai were entering into the crop 
fields, 29.42% herds were led by an adult male, 47.05% an adult 
ffiii.ilc led the group and 23.25% herds were led by a sub-adult 
ma 1 e. 
Animals usually enter the crop fields between 1800-1900 hrs 
and retreat back to cover by 0500 hrs to 0600 hrs. During this 
stay several times animals come out of the crop field as a 
consequence of deterrents such as scaring devices placed by 
villagers. When scared they do not go very far and remain in the 
vifMtiit-y, they again retreat in to the crop fields after the 
d^s^^rb.^nee IR over. This exercise of frequfm^ly moving out and 
again reaching the original place, causes much damage to crops 
due t" o t' ramp 1 i ng . 
Wiiile within the crop fields, animals do not damage the 
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Extensively damaged maize crop adjacent to 'Usar' 
Unprotected maize crop is extensively damaged (foreground) 
while the adjoining one is not damaged 
plants uniformly and keep on moving in one direction without 
disturbing the plants on either side of their paths. If damage 
occurs in the later stage of crop development and animals do no 
reach the heights of pod or cob as in Bajra, Jowar, Arhar, Cotton 
et. then they trample the plants by their chest and bring it to 
the level of their mouth and feed upon it. Several times the 
browsed plants or the plants damaged of cobs, or pods were found 
trampled also. 
Raiding in the day time is more often when the crop like 
sugarcane, arhar, Jowar, Bajra and Dhencha have attained enough 
height for cover i.e 7' to 10' tall. Table 3. gives the Sowing 
time, harvesting time and the time when the height becomes 
sufficient to cover a standing Nilgai of the crops which provide 
day time refuge. Out of the 5 crops Sugarcane provides better 
cover for the animals. The herd size during day time ranged from 
2-18 individuals (n-12). Apart from the above mentioned 5 crops, 
Erianthus munja, which exists in isolated patches but not in crop 
fields, also acts as daytime refuge for Nilgai. Sugarcane is 
utilised more often as daytime refuge two months prior to 
harvesting. Sugarcane crop is extensively grown while other 
cropR viz. Dhencha, Jowar, Bajra and Arhar are not so extensive 
in acreage'. Except for sugarcane all other crops produce fodder 
and as a result during daytime farmers frequently go to these 
fields for fodder cutting thereby disturbing the Nilgai. Hence 
sheltering in these crops is not very prominent as compared to 
sheltering in sugarcane which remain free from disturbance till 
harvest. The damage in sugarcane is not much, except in the 
early stages when trampling is done therefore farmers do not 
protect this crop intensively. The fodder cutting in sugarcane 
Table 3. Description of the crops which provide day time 
refuge to the animals. 
S. Crop Sowing Time when the height harvesting 
No. time is sufficient t:o hide time 
a standing Nilgai 
1.Arhar(a)2nd week of July Last week of oct. 2nd week of Nov. 
till harvest 
(h)end of July Oct.-Nov. till March 
harvest 
2.Dhencha 2nd week of July Last week of Sept. Nov. 2nd week 
till harvest 
3. Sugarcane 
(Autumn)Mid Oct. July till Oct.-Nov. 
(Spring)Mid Feb.- 1st harvest Oct.-Nov. 
week of March (Ratoon cutting) 
April 
4. Jowar Last week of June last week of Sept. November 
1st week of July till harvest 
5. Bajra Mid july-end July October till last week of 
harvest November 
is also avoided once the crop gets denser and blades become 
sharper. 
Besides herds, solitary bulls are freqvxently met with in the 
crops during the daytime. Crops are mostly damaged in the 
initial stages or during their sprouting phase when softer and 
nutritious parts prevail. The next mass damage occurs at the 
time of cob, pod or fruit formation (refer to Appendix I). The 
extent of damage decreases during the growth phase of the crops. 
There appears to be no fixed time for moving into the crop 
fields. Mostly during nights the animals utilise the crop fields 
but: in morning, noon, afternoon and evening, these animals have 
been F,or'u in the crop fields. Out" of the total 51 total 
sightings of animals 64.7% were in late evening, 17.6% in 
evening, 5.88% in afternoon, 3.92% in noon and 7.8% in morning. 
There is no fixed place for bedding but mostly it is done 
in morning in the forest patches in daytime but with the 
availability of sugarcane crop in denser shape it, the bedding 
is preferred in it. Out of the total 9 bedding sightings 55.6% 
were in forest patches, 33.3% in sugarcane crop (only at the time 
when the crop enters growth phase) and 11.1% in oti\er crops. 
When disturbed, animals usually flee towards forest cover 
but with the availability of sugarcane, Jowar, Bajra, Arhar and 
Dhencha crops (in sufficient height to hide detection), animals 
flee into them also unless further harassed to retreat into 
forest patches. 
NiIgai are generally diurnal ( Brander,1923 ; Schaller,1967) . 
signs of feeding by Nilgai 
on a maize plant 
Maize cob in milking stage 
damaged by Nilgai 
Howpvor, n.ijpurohil- (1908) reported, in Jodhpur, thaLNilyai raid 
the crop fields (luring early mornincjH, evenings and nights. In 
the agricultural environment Nilgai is strictly nocturnal with 
a slight degree of diurnal activity (Chauhan & Sawarkar,1989 ; 
Schultz,1987). Ashraf (1989) reported that 80% of Nilgai's 
activity time is at night. He also concluded that 89% of their 
diet is composed of crops and browse and grass are avoided. In 
Texas (Scheffield et al (1983) concluded that Nilgai appears to 
follow three feeding sessions in a day : 2 diurnal feeding,each 
lasting 4-5 hrs with peak feeding between 0630-1030 hrs and 1700-
1900 hrs. They followed very casual nocturnal feeding time which 
could be considered as 3 nocturnal shifts making it one diurnal 
shift. In the present study much of the activity is centered at 
night. This could be the adaptation to avoid disturbance and 
maximum time in feeding on crops. During the period when crops 
like Dhencha, Jowar, Bajra, Arhar and sugarcane are high enough 
to hide the animals, the extent of damage increases manifold 
since these crops provide refuge and easy accessibility to 
adjoining crops. While invading the crops from the forest cover 
in the night, there is no fixed pattern of movement, sometimes 
the animals walk in line or "file" (Sceffield et al 1983) and 
sometimes they disperse but mostly they converge onto the crop 
fields in the way reported by Scheffield et al (1983). 
Scheffield (1981) reported that movement is initiated by the 
largest bull in the herd. In the present study females lead the 
groups to feeding covers. Adults and sub-adults may also 
initiate the movement but comparatively more often females take 
this honour. This may be the result of more cautious behaviour 
on the part of females. 
Schaller (1967) reported Nilgai to be territorial. In the 
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present study animals feed in close contact with each other and 
there appears absolutely no signs of aggression. This may again 
be the adaptation to feed on crops without producing noise since 
the \ i I l.tiifiH liny drive them awi^ y and also a uniform distribution 
of food resources. While feeding only the females (if in herd) 
feed in the manner that brings into notice the potential danger 
from the villagers. Females lower the head and take one mouthful 
of feed and then again bring their head up at the shoulder height 
whilo chewing. Rcheffield et al (1983) reported the same in 
Tpxa<4 hut in that case all the individuals (of herd) remain 
vigilant while feeding. 
The animals do not spend much time on feeding at one place 
but keep moving while they feed. Scheffield et al (1983) 
reported that solitary individuals as well as groups feed on one 
site for an extended period and then move off slowly but 
'deliberately' to another distant site and resume feeding. In 
the crop fields the availability of plants in the reach of a 
stationary individual is limited hence animals keep on moving 
while feeding. 
Schaller (1967) reported that a breeding herd covered 0.8km' 
of tliorn forest in a 10 day period. Dharmakumarsinhji (1959) 
concluded that a Nilgai traverses 15-19 km in a night during the 
hot season. Scheffield et al (1983) reported that Nilgai are 
'transient'. They remain in an area for sometime and then move 
off. They also said that the movement of animals is restricted 
by fences, inadequate habitat and human disturbances. They 
calculated the average range of movement of males and females to 
be .1.6x1.0km per day, while several males covered daily ranges 
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Evidence of Nilgai in a maize crop at fruiting stage 
Feeding signs of Nilgai in a maize crop at fruiting stage 
from 1 • f) to 2.2 km in length. Tho ovoral 1 pattern reflected 
extensive movement during a day. Chauhan & Sawarkar (1989) 
foncludod that animals can easily move distances of 15 km durinq 
few nights of crop raiding. The daily movement and home range 
si2;e depict the availability of resources in a habitat. In the 
present study , animals do not have to move very far since easily 
accessibJo and palatable crops grow year round and offer food to 
them. Moreover animals remain in the vicinity of the cover 
(forest patches). All the requirements of animals viz. food, 
water,cover etc. are easily met nearby therefore animals do not 
cover larger areas and above all during the daytime mostly the 
animals confine themselves to the available forest cover. 
The solitary bulls sometime show aggression towards the 
chasers (Rajpurohit,1988) and do not flee from the fields easily 
if one man tries to drive them away. The hisrds immediately leave 
the fields if driven. Schefffield et al (1983) also observed 
that flight distance of a group is more than solitary bulls. 
Single individuals were somewhat less prone to flight than group. 
The flight distance is extremely low in this case. Animals were 
seen feeding on crops just 30-40 m away from the villagers 
working in their fields. This indicates that animals are 
accustomed to disturbance and harassment and do not take it very 
seriously. 
Sceffield et al (1983) observed that bedding was linked to 
feeding and animals showed no choice 'to select a spot' for the 
purpose. Animals usually perform bedding in the daytime in the 
forest patches and in the night they rarely take rest. This may 
be interpreted as an adaptive behaviour since in the daytime 
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animals rarely feed and rnost of the time they spend resting in 
cover to avoid detection. In the night they have to fulfill one 
of their main basic requirements of food thereby damaging the 
frops. Tlicy l>,ivi< t (1 fierfotm this .u-l ivily ,\H farly as f)i>SHif)le 
beff)re' be i rif] df»t eel fd and scared aw.iy frnm the crops. The 
bedding is more commonly observed in sugarcane crop during the 
daytime. Bedding is also observed in Jowar, Arhar, and Dhencha. 
More often a crop is damaged twice during its existence. 
The first mass damage occurs at the sprouting stage when the new 
plant emerges out. At this stage the damage is more by feeding 
on the top nutritious, softer parts which are rich in nutrients. 
Hill ct al (l')nB) uliserved higher densities of Kangaroos in young 
crops than mature crops. Rajpurohit (1988) observed damage in 
early stages in Kharif crops in Rajasthan. Schultz (1987) and 
Chauhan & Sawarkar (1989) indicated severe damage on wheat 
seedlings. Putman (1986) concluded that damage is caused to 
crops by feeding during early stages and later through trampling. 
Hill et al (1988) reported that Kangaroos destroy the grain crops 
by feeding on seedlings or trampling mature plants. Crawley 
(1989) reported rabbit damage on winter wheat in early stages. 
The other concerted mass damage on crops occur at maturity when 
the col)S, pods and ears are severely damaged. There occurs 
comparatively low damage in the growing phase and this is mainly 
through trampling (Hill et al 1988 ; Putman, 1986) . In the 
present study most of the crops are damaged throughout their 
existence and this is logical since no other food resources are 
available to animals except cultivated crops and whatever 
remaining natural habitat is left does not have the capacity to 
sustain the animals all the year round. 
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Path used by Nilgai to raid crops 
Damaged done to a 
maize crop at fruiting 
stage by trampling 
CIIAPTKH V 
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT STUDIES 
Introduction : 
Damage assessment studies were carried out in village 
M.Hi,tkhfM-,i on fdiir crops viz. M<iip:o (zoa mays), Arhtir (Caj.jnus 
cajan), Jowar (Soi-ghum vulgare) and Sugarcane (Sacccharum 
officinarum). Besides this, preference ratio is calculated in 
a mixed crop of Jute (Corchorus capsularis), Arhar, Jowar and 
Dhencha (Sesbania aegyptica). In Maize mostly the damage is 
caused to cobs hence the damage to cobs is also estimated. The 
fields for assessment were selected at varying distances and 
locations from the sheltering cover of animals in order to 
conceive the pattern of damage in economic terms. 
Two methods of sampling were used ; Circular plocs of 2m 
radius and square plots of 5mx5m. These sampling methods were 
applied on different crops depending on the height of the crop, 
shape of the field and the denseness of the crop. 
The mai?.e fields were selected at 5m, 500m and 800m from the 
forest cover and the pattern of damage assessed. The Arhar field 
was selected only 2m from forest cover while Sugarcane and Jowar 
fields were selected at 25m and 5m from cover respectively. The 
stocking density of plants was compared for damaged and undamaged 
fields of Maize, Arhar and Sugarcane only. This was done to 
oshimal.o the early damage caused to crops by finding the 
(I i f f'rciicr-M in nurtihcr of plants, in samplincj unils, in both 
damaged and undamaged fields. The preference ratio is calculated 
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Signs of feeding by Nilgai in a maize crop adjacent to 'Usar' 
..^ . ^^ ^^  
m 
close proximity of a cotton crop to 'Usar' 
for .( inix(Ml CI Of. of Jute, Jowar, Arhar and Dhoncha grown mixed 
in a field 400m away from the forest cover. 
Rc^suJts : 
Maize : (Ze^ a mays) 
Table 4 provides data on the damage caused to three 
different maize fields located at varying distances from the 
cover. The stocking density of plants in a damaged field, 50m 
away from cover, and an undamaged field, inside the village, is 
compared in terms of number of plants in a sampling unit 
(rectangular plot of 5x5m=25m'). Fig (3) shows that in damaged 
field the stocking density ranged from 31 to 53 plants in 
sampling unit while in an undamaged field stocking density ranged 
from 90 to 151 plants per 25m'. The mean stocking density in the 
damaged field comes out to be 40 plants while in an undamaged 
field it was 125 plants per 25m'. The difference of 85 plants in 
the damaged field is accounted for the early damage caused in the 
sprout inq stage and plants could not be recovered. 
Arhar : (Cajanus cajan) 
TaVjle (5) indicates damage in transects A, B and C 
encompassing forest edge, midfield and village edge respectively. 
The damage in forest edge ranged from 31% to72% while in midfield 
it ranged from 42% to 58% and at the village edge the damage 
ranged from 32% to 72% These three damages are not significant 
as t lie mean damage in transect A, B and C is 49.6%, 48.8% and 
44.4% respectively. 
'I'ho stocking density of plants per 25m' is compared between 
damaged and an undamaged fields in order to assess the damage 
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dcnie in the initial stages. Fig (4) shows that the stocking 
density of plants per 25m' in a damaged field ranged from 74 
plants to 116 p1ant:s but in an undamaged field it ranged from 
101 plants to 178 plants. The mean stocking density in a damaged 
field is 95 plants while from undamaged field it is 134 plants 
per 25m'. The difference of 39 plants in the damaged field is 
accounted for the early damage. 
Sugarcane : (Sacchaxurn ofXisiJiarum) 
One field of sugarcane measuring 50x30m (1500 m') was 25m 
away from cover. This field was in young stage and was 
extensively browsed through top parts of the sprouting plants. 
Table (6) indicates that in transect A, with circular plots 
coveiing forest edge side the, the damage ranged from nil to 42"^ 
while ill transect B, having plots of midfield, the damage 
mi'asured from 6% to 10% but in transect C, the damage ranged from 
7% to 48%. The mean damage in transect A, B and C is 28%, 8.6% 
and 24.8% respectively. 
Since the sugarcane is mostly damaged by trampling when the 
animals use it for daytime refuge, a sugarcane field which was 
300m away from the cover was assessed for the damage caused due 
to tlamp ling. This damage is compared with an undamaged field 
l)y counting the number of plants in 25m' in each of the two 
fields. Fic} (5) shows that in the damaged field the undamaged 
plinls r.iiniod friim 27 to 65 plants per 25m' while in an undamaged 
fi(-!i1 1)),- |)l.tnl nnmt)fM- langed from 69 to 84 in the same H.uiipling 
.irci. The iitctn nuinl)er of plants in the damaged field were 46 
while the mean number of plants in an undamaged field were 77. 
The difference of 31 plants in the damaged field is attributable 
to the damage sustained by trampling. 
Jowar : (HP_r_deiim vulgare) 
A Jowar field was 5m away from the cover measured 50x35m 
(1750 m') and was surrounded by Usar/fallow land on one side and 
barren ploughed field on the other side. Table (7) present the 
circvjlar plots laid on the forest edge, in the midfield and on 
I IH villfUji: edge. It is evident from the table that the circular 
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l>IotH <ui t ho forest edge measured 93% and 94% damage while the 
circular plots in the midfield measured 10% and 1.2% damage and 
the circular plots on the village edge experienced 8.5% and 5.2% 
damage. The mean damage on forest edge, in the midfield and on 
the village edge is 93%, 5% and 7% respectively. 
Damage assessment studies in mixed crops : 
Determining the preference ratio L 
Preference ratio was calculated for Jowar, Jute, Arhar and 
Dhencha (S.eRjian_ia aegyptica) . A field of dimensions 60x40ro 
(2400roM was sown with the above four crops and was located about 
400m away from cover. This field was svirrounded by a Jowar field 
arid sugarcane field and both these crops were in growth phase II. 
Sampling was carried out on the forest edge and in the midfield. 
Table (8) shows that out of total 553 plants on the forest edge 
in 25m\ 38.33% belonged to Jowar, 16.27% belonged to Jute, 
39.24% to Arhar and 6.14% were Dhencha plants. But the damage 
follows somewhat reverse pattern. Out of total 96 plants damaged 
on forest edge in that 25m^, 14.5% were Jowar plants, 58.33% were 
Jule plants, 18.75% arhar plants and 8.33% Dhencha plants. These 
values indicate that preference pattern follows the descending 
order starting from Jute-Dhencha-Arhar and Jowar is the least 
preferred. 
In the midfield out of total 513 plants in 25m' 49.5% 
belonged to Jowar, 11.8% belonged to Jute, 36.6% to Arhar and 
1.9", t(i DhrMicha. But out of the total 68 plants damaged in the 
25m', 14.7% were Jowar plants, 61.75 were Jute plants, 23.5% were 
Arhar jilants and dliencha was not at all damaged here. Here again 
the preferenr-e ratio in descending order would speak that Jute 
is highly preferred, Arhar is still less preferred and Jowar is 
the least preferred. 
Tnlile (9) presents the 'Electivity indices' for the above 
crops on the forest edge and in the midfield. It is evident from 
the t )ble that Jute and Dhencha are preferred but Jowar and Arhar 
<n-e not preferred since they carry negative signs with them. 
Prof eierue ratio is the highest for Jute (4.4), then comes 
39 
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|)ln'h(li,i (n.()7), then Arhar (0.55) and the least preference ratio 
is for Jowar (0.33). According to the electivity index the 
pi (>fprr-nco for I ho 4 ciops may bo grouped in ascending order as 
Jowar-Arhar-Dhencha-Jute. 
Damage assessment in Maize cobs: 
Table (10) shows the actual weights and grain weights of 
damaged and undamaged cobs. Twenty samples each of damaged and 
undamaged cobs yielded the result in the following way. The 
actual weight of undamaged cobs ranged from 100-220 gm but for 
damaged cobs it ranged from 30-100 gm. The grain weights of 
undamaged cobs ranged from 80-150 gm but at the same time for the 
damaged cobs the grain weight ranged from 5-60 gm. The mean 
actual weight of an undamaged cob is 154.5 gm but for the damaged 
cob it is 64 gm. The mean grain weight of an undamaged cob is 
113.5 gm but for the damaged cob it is 30 gm. These four figures 
are highly significant. The percent loss in actual weight 41.4% 
and the percent loss in grain weight is 26.43%. 
The above values can be extrapolated in correlation with the 
actual yield /hectare. The actual yield of maize in the study 
area is 7.5 q/ha. The actual yield of cobs/ha after damage would 
come down to 3.105 q/ha. The actual yield of grains after damage 
would fall down to 1.98 q/ha. 
DISCUSSIONS : 
The findings from the damage assessment studies suggest that 
the damage is very irregular, non-uniform and the location of 
field rrotii ffivf'i has no significance. In a maize field located 
OOOm from cover the damage on forest edge was 82% while in the 
same crop located 50m from cover the damage on forest edge was 
48"; while in a field located 500m from cover the damage on forest 
fMlfv> w,is 58:,. Tt becomes clear that extent of damage is 
inereasing in the fields farther from cover. In the same crop at 
5(Jni f rem cevei- t;ho damage in the midfield was 43%, at 500m from 
covet- and BOOm from cover, the damage in the midfield was 
42 
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recorded to be 36% and 17% respectively. This shows the reverse 
trend indicating that the damage in the midfield is decreasing 
in the fields away from cover. It appears that animals do not 
go deeper into the crops at increasing distances from cover and 
the damage is concentrated on the periphery of Kuch fields. Even 
within the field located 50m from cover the damage on the two 
fMlrjfvq JR mnro I })<in midfield. BoHide this maize field (Loc/itr-rl 
50m from cover) there was a sugarcane crop and as a consequence 
I he damage towards the sugarcane side was more than other sides. 
This indicates that adjoining sugarcane crop provided shelter and 
the raiding was performed in the daytime too. It was expected 
that the damage would be more on forest edge but it proved to be 
more on village edge. This may be interpreted as increased 
tolerance to the disturbances. Also, this could be attributable 
to the damage sustained on the periphery is more since the 
animals easily run towards cover if driven. In the maize crop, 
located 50m from cover, the damage in midfield was high since the 
crop had attained enough height to protect the animals from being 
detected. But in the same crop, located 500m and 800m from 
cover, the damage in raidfields were low because the crops had not 
grown tall enough, comparable to the one located 50m from cover, 
to offer hiding cover to the animals. Within the maize field 50m 
rrom r-Mvcf the dainacje was extremely irregular. x' value for 
forest edge, midfield and village edge was significant indicating 
that the damage is not uniform and does not follow a random 
patt:ern of damage. The maize field which was 800m from cover 
sustained severe damage. This field was surrounded by Arhar and 
Jowai- cro|:iR in growth phase. Arhar and Jowar in the rapid growth 
phase aie not preferred much by Nilgai (refer to Appendix I) 
hence tlu ad ill i ni ru) maize field was intensively damaged on forest 
ed()c. The maize field which was 500m from cover was surrounded 
by batreti fields, as a result the visibility was quite high and 
Nilffai had nn i-nvd- nearby to hide themselves. The damage in 
this field was comparatively low. 
At hat is usually less damaged in early growth phase. 
llowevcf Arhar field adjacent to cover was surrounded by barren 
j^ i^longhed fields as a result of which Nilgai had no other field, 
offering food except this hence this crop was extensively 
damaged. The damage at all locations was equivalent and show no 
44 
Sir-^ 
Foot prints of Nilgai in cotton crops 
Evidence of Nilgai in an Arhar crop at an early stage 
significant difference. Another reason of the uniform damage in 
this field could be the size of the field was small and all the 
locations were easily accessible. The densities of plants in 
(l.itnarirMl niul iindniiiagrvl fields are nol Rignificant flepici ing tin! 
Aihar is less damaged in the early sprouting phase but it is 
more severe and devastating at pod formation. 
The sugarcane crop in the young stage showed very low damage 
indicating low preference for it. Sugarcane is mostly utilised 
for bedding and daytime sheltering and in majority of cases the 
damage to sugarcane is attributable to trampling. This trampling 
does not cause severe damage once the crop enters growth phase. 
The mean number of plants in a trampled and undamaged field show 
very little difference indicating that while sheltering, animals 
congregate in close contact with each other. Also the sugarcane 
crop after attaining a particular height is capable of recovery 
unless broken at culms. 
Jowar is usually not utilised in the rapid growth phase. 
But since the crop was located just 5m away from cover, animals 
nvighr be usit^ g it during daytime. In the daytime the opportunity 
of selection is very low because of disturbances hence they feed 
on more aVjundant and easily accessible Jowar where the damage on 
the roiost edge was 93% and in the midfield and village edge it 
was 55'A arui 7", respectively. Ashraf (1989) reported the same 
situation with Bajra in Jodhpur where Nilgai in the daytime 
consumed more abundantly available Bajra. 
Tlie slocking density of plants in damaged field suggests the 
early (lam,iq(^  in s|.irouting stage from where the plants could not 
recover. The yield of the entire field gets affected due to 
shoot rm>italitY in early defoliation. Putman (1986) reported 
that 'timing of damage' in relation to growth stage and growth 
characteristics of the crop will clearly affect the economic 
significance of any damage caused. Crawley (1989) observed that 
yield suffers the most from the 'earliest defoliation'. 
In the mixed crops of Jowar, Jute, Arhar and Dhencha it is 
ex|)l icit I lilt Jntc ,ind Dhr-ncha are hif(lily preferred while Jf)war 
and Arhai' aie avoided. Out of these four crops Jowar was in 
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rapid growth phase and was taller enough to hide the standing 
Nilgai. The more utilisation of Jute in the midfield as compared 
/to the forest edge, despite less availability of plants in 
midfield in comparison to forest edge, infers that in midfields 
animals had enough time to search the Jute plants out of the four 
mixed crops because of taller Jowar plants. The less consumption 
and more availability of Jowar and Arhar implies less use of 
these r'rf)pH in I l<e (|rowl li fthane, AIHD thin field w.ui HU r rniind<M| 
by vltiw.ti .uid Huijarcane ,md boLh were it\ yrowLli phase ii. Though 
the field was located 400m from cover, the availability of hiding 
cover in the vicinity increased damage enormously to Jute. 
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Damage done to a sugarcane crop in an early stage by Nilgai 
CHAPTER VI 
CinTICAl. ASSi;SMF,NT OK HIlfMIVIFNT DIIVICKS : 
"Crop damage by Wild animals in the areas adjacent to 
forests is not a new phenomenon, it has been the part of rural 
people living condition since time immemorial" (Bo Schultz,1986). 
The spurt: in population growth of human beings during this 
cent urv -ind subsequent demand for food thereby occupying more and 
more land for cultivation has resulted in further increase in 
competition between man, his livestock and Wildlife. Much of the 
wildlife habitat is disturbed, fragmented and destroyed by human 
settlements, shifting cultivation in accelerating cycles, heavy 
livestock grazing pressure, large scale Hydel projects and 
expanding urbanisation. This intensive pressure on Wildlife 
habitats has led to an increased use of cultivated lands on the 
edges of forests by Wild herbivores (Do Schultz,1906). 
This condition is universally existing in the country and 
in some cases the conflict has taken a severe turn resulting in 
heavy losses to Wildlife. 
Rural communities thriving on subsistence agriculture cannot 
afford tf) have their standing crop raided by wild herbivores. 
It becomes increasingly important that scientists working in this 
field should give a thorough thinking to it and come out with 
universally accepted or locally suitable wildlife damage control 
techniques for the benefits of both the poor peasants and their 
be lief in (•< uiso rv,i t i mi ifleals. 
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Crop raiding is reported from almost all places and it has 
been explicitly documented in the ease of Elephants. Nilgai has 
alfli:) he<ni worked out aa serious pest of crops in Jodhpur and 
Haryana (Hajpurohit S, Mohnot,1988 ; Ghosh et al 1988 
Prakaah,1986 ; Chauhan & Sawarkar,1909). 
This burning problem needs mitigation which could benefit 
both Nilgai and the locals who have to sustain on the crops 
damaged by Nilgai. Presently several techniques are utilised by 
the villagers to drive the Nilgai away from the crop fields. 
These include use of firesticks, crackers, drums, stone slings 
.111(1 in .some (MHCK also bows and arrows, spears and shotguns. 
Those arc the active methods of prevention which are not very 
effective and long lasting. Here, perhaps the most frequent 
method of crop protection is to erect platforms and build huts 
in the fields and guard them during the night but the approach 
of this method is limited and a small area can be covered in one 
night. Another method is to guard the crops by employing 
chowkidars or by themselves without raising the platforms. How 
effect ivc is thiR is undoubtedly varies with a number of factors. 
Firstly, since Nilgai as a crop raider is nocturnal, visibility 
is a limitation. The guards can only see the animals at dusk and 
at dawn but most of the raiding takes place during the night. 
Sccoiidlv, aHhoiigl) Nilgai is easy t:o scare i D i I i a 1 1 y it: is likely 
that scaring will loose its effect during the crop season, partly 
dije to the versatile nature of the species to adapt to the 
disturbances readily and partly because the cover in the fields 
improves with the growth of the crops. 
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Allot hnr method which is practiced by the villagers is tlie 
i iii|cM 11 iii'i imiMc iii.ikiiKi HyHlfiiiH <'<]. ('iii|ily t i IIM HI diifd pui(i|ikinH 
filled with small atones and connected with strings tied to a 
tree nnd rjperated from a hut. This method has got certain 
.1 imitations as presence of trees in the crop fields is necessary 
and usually hardly any trees are found in the crop fields as a 
result this method has limited use only where standing tree are 
present" in the field or a bamboo pole can be erected to tie these 
noise making devices. 
Besides these, one more technique which is quite frequent 
is the construction of human dummies with stick in hand. 
Initially this method proved appreciably effective but with the 
upsurge in the tolerance limit of animals to live parallel to 
human habitation, these dummies lost their entities. Such 
dummies are still met in the fields but only to scare birds. 
Now our point of concern is to explore techniques which 
could prove better effective against this versatile animal who 
can jump a height of 3ra and length of 5m with comfortable ease. 
It is a very fast moving animal and can attain speed of 6okm/hr 
and can inmp easily upto a 6-7ft high stone wall or fencing 
(Rajpurohit,1988). The fast movement of this animal also helps 
it r-sc,)pi- rroii) ,)ny sort of danger (Ra j|c>urohi t & Mohnot, 1988 ) . 
Though Nilgai is very shy and evasive and can be easily 
driven by a small girl or boy carrying a stick there have been 
several reports of 'rechasing' by Nilgai of chasers 
(R,i Jpdioh i t , I 9^8 ) . They usually hit and bite human beings. 
S i 111 i l,ir f.iqoH liav- l)een leported from Jodhpur ( Ra jpurohit, 1988 ) 
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and I ho si \idy aroa. A cow with CH IC is equal Jy aggressive 
ag.MHRl. tlogs, cattle and human beings. 
'rhf-Hf I eehnitjues should be applicable to only after having 
an intensive evaluation of their cost-benefit analysis. 
Traditionally the approach to control of a pest problem, 
worldwide, has been reduction of their population. In many cases 
this may indeed be the appropriate response. However, there are 
many problems using such an approach. The very nature of this 
opport urii sti c boom and bust reproductive characteristic of a pest 
species, any population reduction short of extermination happens 
to be shortlived. The response of wild animal population to 
local reduction in density is to increase recruitment through 
i ticicasfd reproductive rate or increased juvenile survival, due 
to alleviation in the competition, within the population itself 
or Lhrough an increase in immigration of the individuals from 
nearby populations owing to better resource availability in 
consequence of decreased competition (Putraan,1987). A somewhat 
similar situation exists in the present study area. Keeping 
population of potential pest species below a certain level when 
hhey may cause economic damage thus requires a cont-inued input 
of efforts and vigil. 
If such management policies are poorly conceived then they 
may result in an overall increase in population, disruption of 
population structure (with consequent disturbance in the social 
behavif)ur), fragmentation of population and dispersal to areas 
free fioin this problem. This is evident in the bordering areas 
oT Aii()atl», ll.n y.u\a and Ka jasl^ han WIKMO the sarno situationn havr; 
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,iI'p(-,u(Ml ovm- r'l long time partly due to poachers and partly due 
to ill planned Govt, policies. All of these may in effect result 
in an overall increase in economic levels of damage sustained 
(see review in Putman,1987 ) . 
There are three ways of culling animals. The culling may 
be done by shotguns, it may be done by traps and snares and by 
poisoning. Culling requires indepth studies as to which animal 
should be culled and of what sex and age. This is done in order 
to keep the population in balance and maintain a ratio. Culling 
by rifles or shotguns can be selective ; traps and poisons are 
not so. In this case culling is not at all feasible, since the 
species is considered sacred by the locals. In addition to this 
the cost of these methods may exceed the attributed damage. In 
fact the damage sustained is not significant compared to the cost 
of attempting control. 
Ramana Rao & Prasad (1983), Naidu (1982) , de Vos (1982), Ali 
(1985), Lekagul (1982) and Ahmad (1982) emphasised the importance 
of meat protein for the utilisation of rural population but here 
this does not hold good as the surrounding population is strictly 
vegetarian and will not allow mass shooting of animals for meat. 
One of the potential methods is to translocate the animals 
to areas free of cultivation which and fall under the reserved 
forcsil s. TIKMO .itf» niiiiKMons sucii areas in Noil li 1 i\d la whicli can 
be au'jKienl ed with Nilgai. In the present context the population 
is not, very big and can be very well shifted after recognising 
the polf-nl ial areas in the vicinity or otherwise. Nilgai in 
agricuttural environment can easily be tranquilised and 
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i irU\Hpoit od (PC}. Snlo ft nl 1905). 
This population has never experienced barriers and fences 
and if such restrains are logically planned and arranged then to 
some extent villagers will be releived of the pressure from crop 
losses. Villagers can themselves afford such barriers, since 
almost all the villagers have to suffer from crop raiding. The 
cost and benefit analysis of such projects relative to present 
Net Worth (PNW) should be thoroughly evaluated for eg. 
(Schultz,1987). 
Trenching has been the traditional method for deterring 
elephants from crops. Since the cost of construction is 
extremely high anrl the villagers can not pay such a large amount, 
il is ru1<Ml i)u( here. The cost of construction of a trench 
vat icK from Hs. ,H),()U{) to few Lakhs depending upon the nature of 
hhe c|inimd, TiiP present study site is dominated by Usar/fallow 
land v>jhich is comparatively harder (eg. Schultz, 1987) . 
Tf the agricultural crops are fenced by chain link fencing 
or V)arbed wife fencing then the pressure will be alleviated to 
a laigoT- extent . Rut these fencings are comparatively costlier 
than power fencing. Power fencing has proved to be a universally 
approved method with much success (Schultz,1987 ) . The maximum 
lengt;li ryf cultivation along the forest cover boundary stretches 
ahoiil fiktn and the cost of this would be : The cost of energiser 
and battery which can effectively cover 15km is fixed at Rs. 
5000/- and the c.ost of construction exclusive of energiser and 
battery, ranges between Rs. 1500 - Rs. 6000/-. The average cost 
raiHjfs rtoin I^ s. 5000/- to Rs. 8000/- per km which is a reasonable 
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amount and the villagers can easily contribute equally in order 
to protect their crops. The cost of labour can be paid by the 
villagers whose crops are just adjacent to forest cover and 
suffer severely from damage (for detail see Schultz,1987). 
These fencings can be established for either of the 
following purposes depending upon the feasibility and financial 
const; ra ints . 
(i) Fencing the agricultural areas : 
3 strands of power fencing with the maximum height of 3.5m 
and the upper most section leaning in. These wires can be 
stretched 1.5m apart. The lower most strand of wire can be aided 
with barbed wire fencing in order to remove the possibility of 
creeping in. This fencing should be well maintained by involving 
more people in the task and educating making them about the 
opcr.ition of the fence. 
(ii) Fencing Nilgai in their traditional forest cover (eg. 
Schultz,1987). 
Since the existing forest cover does not have the capacity 
to sustain the animals on perpetual basis, some techniques should 
be applied to reduce the population. Fertility control 
techniques could be of immense success if properly conceived. 
With fertility control drugs their reproductive rate would be 
lowered and hence, their number would decline. Antifertility may 
be orally administered through baiting or by sub-cutaneous 
implants (Schultz , 1987) . 
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Controlled harvesting of animals from the same corrals or 
largo enclosures with the Nilgai fenced in their traditional 
forest cover, is also possible with the knowledge of the 
villagers. Still several villagers encourage the hunters to 
shoot few animals. Nilgai can be hunted under section 9(2) of 
the Wildlife (Protection) Act,1972 (Schultz,1987). 
Nilgai is a versatile and free ranging herbivore. Any 
attempt to drive them, haphazardly and in an ill-planned way, 
into the fenced areas will force them to become wary and cryptic. 
"With ref)eats the law of diminishing returns will strongly 
operate" (Schultz,1987 ) . The establishment of fence and keeping 
Nilgai into them is a protracted process. First the fence posts 
have to be fixed on marked perimeters in order to make the 
animals used to sound and sight of humans for quite sometime as 
the animals use the forest for daytime refuge. The food should 
be baited in the enclosure. The animals response should be 
constantly monitored and if animals show signs of being disturbed 
then the human activity should be reduced or stopped for 
sometime. When this response gets stabilised then the work 
should be retaken and care should be taken to first complete the 
fence building away from the animals and around key use areas. 
The final stages of erection should be accomplished in one go 
wIuMi I lie animals are least active during hot: hours. It should 
bf^  aimed I hat a substantial part of the population is fenced on 
r'()iii)ilcl ion. ilcj'e, perhaps 20-2r)km area needs to be fenced round 
the present forest cover. Wit.h limited resources and more 
animals to compete, density dependent factors will work on the 
population as a result of which high scale natural mortality is 
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The entire operation should be carried out only after 
evaluating he cost-benefit ratio. If the cost on preventive 
measures exceed the amount of damage caused then it would be 
futile to embark on the prevention strategies. 
On Roveial occasions Nilgai have been seen chased by 
domestic dogs and mostly they retrieve into the forest cover 
where dogs cannot enter. Any method involving dogs for scaring 
Nilgai away from cultivation would prove fruitful with less 
inputs and efforts. 
Rajpurohit (1988) suggested to tame Nilgai from birth but 
said that it is difficult to get its habit changed. Scheffield 
(1983) described that Nilgai can not be tamed. Even the 
experimental male which he used for food habits studies was 
"intiactable" though it was caught at a very young age. At the 
APPRO farm one male was caught, when 3 months old. This male 
lived with cattle in the farm and never showed signs of 
aggression even when 5 years of age. Prater (1980) and Frank 
(1929) stated that Nilgai in India could be turned to useful 
purposes. I support the above statements and agree that if 
Nilgai is caught at a very young age and trained with cattle then 
they may prove more beneficial than cattle bulls. Nilgai can be 
easily turned to use for carts, ploughing and for riding too 
(Rajpurohit,1988). 
The best remedial measure could be to manipulate the present 
habitat with the aim to sustain the Nilgai population on this 
without the support of cultivation. Several workers like Ramana 
Rao & Prasad (1983), Ali (1980), Schultz (1987) etc. emphasised 
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the ner-d of habitat management for l;he conservation of blackbuck, 
which struggles in more or less the same ecological conditions, 
as the Nilgai. The present forest cover of 60ha. is dominated 
by Prosopis spp. which are well known for denser growth and 
suppression of ground cover sprouts by not letting the sufficient 
sunlight available for them. They also suppress the growth of 
nearby tree spp. If regular thinning of Prosopis is carried out 
and other spp. are restocked then the ground cover will increase 
providing grazing cover for the animals. The restocking of 
important trees which are considered as primary browse spp. in 
l:he natural habitat of the animals elsewhere will undoubtedly 
improve the quality and quantity of fodder for their utilisation. 
The vast stretches of Usar/fallow lands can also be reclaimed 
(Singh,1989) by introducing certain grasses and trees on them 
besides the application of "GYPSUM" in a series of experiments. 
These Usar/fallow land patches after reclamation can be fenced 
effectively along with the existing forest cover. Nilgai can be 
tranquilised and translocated to these areas with ease since the 
tranquilisation in the agricultural environments is comparatively 
easier and in one night several animals can be shifted to their 
new permanent "Corrals" or enclosure. If all this is conceived 
in well planned manner then the new habitat will be better able 
to support the animals on perpetual basis. These habitats can 
be given the status of reserved forests and sanctuaries with the 
prime aim of making them Wildlife Safaris in order to effectively 
prohibit the encroachment by human beings or livestock. A small 
population of Blackbuck also exists along with Nilgai which can 
also be shifted to this new habit;at. Other animals like spotted 
der-r and Gazelle ran also be released to attract tourists. Singh 
(190')) ct I (M) I at od the reclamation cost of such Usar/fallow lands 
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to be RB. 2,300/- per Acre. 
SCV'MMI wot kfMF! 1 iko Swih.irh ^ Conovor (1000), ronovor 
(1989) etc emphasiaed the use of chemicals to control the crop 
damage problem. Some chemicals like Methiocarb if spread on 
ciDps prodiK-i^  billf'r taste or after consuming the sprayed crops 
with chemicals the animals feel ill and uncomfortable. The 
animaJs develop a conditioned taste aversion (Conover,1989) . 
Methiocarb is sold under the name Mesurol and if spread on crop 
foliage animals avoid eating the foliage. Big Game Repellents 
(BGR), Ro'pel and soap have proved quite effective against deer 
in orchards. Although numeroiis repellents have been tested (not 
in India), a repellent of putrescent whole egg solids (BGR) has 
surpassed other compounds in reducing deer damage. Soap is an 
odour repellent. Ro'pel is a bitter tasting repellent. If these 
repellents are experimented here then it is expected that Nilgai 
would avoid taking such crop foliage. It would be worthwhile to 
spread these chemicals on the forest edge side of a crop field 
since animals enter the fields from forest edge side. 
These are some of the methods besides indigenous methods 
applied by t lie farmers to scare the Nilgai away from the crop 
fields. F.ach of the above methods require further discussion and 
evaluation before finally adopt" ing it. 
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APPENDIX I 
Phenophase studies in relation to damage 
This corresponds to the growth phases of different crops or 
phenological events of crops. From the time of sowing till the 
time of harvesting the stages in which damage occurs and the parts 
of the crop actually damaged. The damage pattern of various crops 
along with their sowing and harvesting time are given below. 
KHARIF CROPS 
1 . R i < • f" (O r y 7, a s a t i vji) 
Sowing -- Mid June to early July 
3rd week of June-late July (transplantation) 
[larvesting-- 2nd week of November 
Damage occurs immediately after sprouting when top shoots 
and leav(>s are eaten. At maturity only ears upto milking stage are 
damaged but ripened ears are not damaged. In growing phase there 
oocurR no damage by browsing but trampling causes severe damage. 
2. Maize (Zea. mays) 
Sowiii")-- PitKt wofk of Juno 
haivostinq-- September to October 
Damage starts immediately after sprouting where softer 
vr't)(^r,il i v(^' patiR including leaves aie oaten. During growth pliane 
I, leaves upto cob formation are eaten. In growth phase II, axil 
of lower- leaves which bears \\\o spadix or cob 
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3. Jo war (HpxcLeujn vulqare) 
Sowing-- Last week of June to first week of July 
Harvesting-- November 
Damage occurs only in the irrigated soils possessing 
Jowar and not in unirrigated or dry or wilting soils. Immediately 
after germination top plants including leaves are eaten. At cob 
formation damage occurs only in grains when they are green and 
beyond that there is no damage. Damage also occurs in the cobs 
wliot) f hoy nvn filled with milk. 
4. H.I it a (Penni Return typbpideigf.) 
Sowing-- Mid July - end of July 
Harvesting-- Last week of November 
Top of the initial plant is eaten. Sometimes leaves are 
eaten after two months of germination. Cobs are eaten when in 
milking stage and ripened but stalks are left which are hardened. 
5 . D11 encha ( Sfis_b_aniji aegyptica ) 
Sowing-- 2nd week of July 
Harvesting-- 2nd week of November 
n.iin.igo occurs in all stages of plant growth specially top 
sliDot s inii loaves are preferred but at maturity damage ceases. 
Ripened grains are not eaten but green pods are preferred. 
6. Arhar (Cajanus cajan) 
Sowing-- (a) 2nd week of July 
(b) end of July 
Harvesting-- (a) 2nd week November 
(b) last week of March 
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Top of the initial plant is eaten, leaves are preferred 
onJy in the stages of growth but towards maturity leaves are not 
touched. Mostly the damage occurs at pod formation, which persists 
till the pods are unripened but once the pods become harder and 
ripened the damage ceases. 
7. Cotton (Gpssy^pium hirustum) 
Sowing-- June - July 
Harvesting-- October-November 
Damage occurs in the initial stages of plant growth when 
top leaves are eaten even shoots (branches) are eaten but only in 
an unripened plant. At the time of fruit formation, only green 
balls which are not yet opened are eaten but once the balls are 
opened and matured the damage stops. 
8. Jute (Corchorus capsularis) 
Sowing-- April-June 
Harvesting-- October-November 
The whole plant is damaged in all the stages of plant 
growth. Seeds are not eaten. Damage persists upto flowering 
stage;. Damage has also been recorded at the time of harvesting 
(harvesting is done when the plant is still unripened). 
9. Urd (Phaseolus mungo) 
Sowing-- Fnd of July-lst week of August 
Harvesting-- Whole November 
Damage occurs from early to milking stage when the top 
shoots and leaves are eaten and immature pods are also eaten (When 
green) but damage is curtailed at maturity when the pods become 
harder. 
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lO.Mung (liliaRe_oJu^ r a d i a t u s o r Vigna r a d i a t a ) 
Sowing-- 2nd week of July 
Harvesting-- 2nd week of November 
Damage starts from germination till milking when top 
shoots and leaves are eaten and immature green pods are preferred. 
Damage ofMses once the pods attain maturity and become harder. 
11.Sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum) 
Sowing-- Autumn - Mid October 
Spring - Mid February to 1st week of March 
Harvesting-- Ratoon cutting in October-November 
April when actual harvesting occurs 
Damage by feeding occurs only in the initial stages and 
cr'asoB wlien the blades become coarser and rougher. Mostly the 
damage is caused by trampling when it is used as sheltering refuge. 
12.Cow Pea (VlgiM UIiauiSLUiai^) 
Sowing-- June-July 
Harvesting-- October-November 
Leaves, branches, stem, flowers and fruits are eaten from 
early to mid late stages. After attaining maturity no damage is 
caused. 
13.Guar (Cyamopsis tetragonolaba) 
Sowing-- June - July 
Harvesting-- September - October 
Damage occurs from early to late stages when top leaves 
and shoots are eaten. Pods are preferred when green and have not 
.iM.iin.Ml 111.11 III i t y . oiicc ii|wnfMl [UXIM .\\f not, oal.eii. LcavoH 
sometimes are eaten in growth phase I. 
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1 4 . Ti 1 ( Sesarnurn ind icurc i ) 
Sowing-- 2nd week of July 
Harvesting-- 2nd week of November 
Damage occurs only after few days of germination and 
after that animals do not touch this crop but damage due to 
trampling occurs in all stages. 
RABI CROPS : 
1. Wheat (TillJlJ.cjjjra aasJiJLyiim) 
Sowing-- Early- 2nd week of October- 2hd week of November 
Harvesting-- early matures in 140-145 days i.e. March-April 
Late matures in 125-130 days i.e. April-May 
Damage occurs in the initial stages when the softer 
shoots and leaves are consumed. No damage is observed in the 
growth phase but it again starts when the ears get milk or ears are 
eaten when green in milking stage. Damage ceases the moment 
Moustaches (Palea) appear and grains become hardened. 
2 . Gram ( C i c e r a r i e tiau rti) 
Sowing-- 3rd week of October to mid November 
Harvesting-- May 
There occurs no damage in the initial stages but leaves 
and Boftrvr shoois are sometimes consumed in growth phase. Mostly 
the daniaqo occurs at the time of pod formation. At maturity 
vegelat ivc parts and pods are severely damaged. 
Bii i;ser-m ( T r i.f o j iurn a 1 ejCjan.4cinum) 
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3 . F^uI• soeIT) (Trj_f olium alexandrinum) 
Sowing-- October to November 
Harvesting-- March-April 
Damage starts from sprouting stage and persists till 
f1f)W<Miru| Rt.iqp. All t ho vogetal:ivo parts an woll ;«H flowern aro 
consumed. Here top flowers are early ripened and late flowers are 
late ripened. Animals keep on consuming lower flowers until seeds 
get ripened. At the ripening stage of the seeds the damage ceases. 
4. Masoor (Lens esculantus) 
Sowing-- 3rd week of October to mid November 
Harvesting-- May 
Top part of the initial plant after sprouting is consumed. In 
the growth phase leaves are also consumed. Damage persists till 
plant remains green. Pods are also preferred but grains are not 
liked much. 
5 . Ba r 1 ey (Sp_rghum viiia^ Xfi) 
Sowing-- 1st week of November- December end 
Harvesting-- May 
Damage occurs in the initial sprouting stage when the 
f-nl i re plant is usually consumed. Leaves and tillers are consumed 
till milking st:aqe but damage stops once the plant attains ripening 
pliaso. 
6, Pea (Pisum sativum) 
Sowing-- 2nd week of October- Mid November 
harvesting-- May 
Damage starts from sprouting stage and continues till 
harvesting stage. All the parts of plants are highly preferred and 
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con.mirnpd . Thf inhensity of darnaqe increases manifold when the 
plant H Riart getting pods. This damage persists till the harvested 
crop is removed from the fields. 
7. Mustard (Brassica C-QiriESiLtxis) 
Sowing-- Var. Toria - 1st week of September 
Var. Mustard - 1st week of October 
Harvesting-- Var. Toria - November 
Var. Mustard - April 
Damage sometimes occur only in the initial stages of 
plant germination when the top part of the growing plant is 
consumed. After that there occurs no damage in the growth phase 
and seed formation stage. But damage is caused by trampling while 
going to other crops. In Toria there are two varieties, Toria and 
Tarabila. Tarabila is not damaged at all but toria itself is 
damaged in the initial stage when top plant is consumed but after 
this there happens no damage to this crop at any stage of growth. 
8. Rye (Brassica juncea) 
Sowing-- September to October 
Harvesting-- February to March 
Damage only occurs in the initial stage immediately after 
sprouting but is not pursued in succeeding stages except for severe 
dam.igr- by trampling. 
9 . Oat (Ayenjna sativa ) 
Sowing-- September - October 
Harvesting-- February- March 
So\T\ot inK>s the initial plant parts are consumed. Tillers 
arf> preferred in the initial plant after sprouting. damage 
peisists till milking stage when ears (green) with milk arf> 
conKuirifd. At mtilurity the damage ceases and it never occurs again. 
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10. Maithi (Trigonella foenum-qraecum) 
Sowing-- September to October 
Harvesting-- January to February 
Damage is sustained in the initial stage when the top 
plant is consumed. Seeds and leaves are consumed in growing phase 
but only green seeds are preferred. In flowering stage, the entire 
flowpr is engulfed, green pods are eaten too but at maturity damage 
ceases. 
11. Potato (So_lanum tuberosum) 
Sowing-- mid September-beginning of January 
Harvesting-- March-April 
Damage occurs on top leaves and shoots after the 
sprouting and persists till harvesting. Animals dig out potato but 
only in unripetied stage. But if potato are harvested and piled at 
one pi,ire then they eat it with relishment. In the initial stage? 
t hr- IfMvi^ R ,",tid Rhoots are highly preferred. 
ADDITIONAL CROPS : (PLANTATIONS) 
1. Sweet f>()t ,H () ( [pomoa ba.tatas) 
Sowiiifi-- (M)t tings are plani:ed in June-J\ily 
rin rvf^'-il i ng-- not known 
I'lip i>.irl of t lie initial plant: is r-onsumed. On the 
occasions Nilgai were seen digging the tuber and then consuming it 
aftfM t(M(i()v i nt^  diiRt . Tf tubers arr kept in piles after harvesting, 
N i ] g.t i I r> I i s h i I:. 
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2. Saunf (Foenicum vulqare) 
Sowi nq--
Haivesling--
No damage at any stage also the area under this is 
negligible. 
3. Lady's finger (Abelmoschous esculentus) 
All the parts of the plant are eaten in all stages. Fruits 
are also eaten but the gum from the fruits are spitted out after 
consuming the fruit. 
4. Watermelon/Me Ion (Cucumis melo 6e Citrul lus vulgaris ) 
Top part of the initial plant are eaten but damage is more 
severe on fruits. Fruits are highly relished. 
5. Beans 
Whole plant is damaged in all the stages of plant growth. The 
damage becomes more intense at the time of pod formation which are 
consumed till harvesting. 
6. Other Vegolables 
In Pumpkins the fruits are highly relished but sometime damage 
is sustained by the plant in sprouting stage. 
7. Guava ( Ps^ idjLum qua Java ) 
Aft" rr planfation all the parts of the plants are severely 
damaged. This damage is pursued till 6th year of plantation. Top 
leaves and branches are highly preferred. Fruits ripened and 
unripened are also preferred. 
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8. Mango (Ma.njgj._f.era indica) 
The damage starts from the early stage till 4th Ye<^ i" of 
plantation when all the top leaves and branches are preferred. No 
damage at flowering and fruiting stage but leaves are relished 
whenever animals happen to get them. 
9. Ber (Zizyphus jujuba) 
Top leaves and tender shoots are consumed in the early stages. 
In the growing phase leaves are consumed till 4th year of 
plantation. Particularly lower leaves and branches are consumed 
which are easily accessible. This process help pruning. Green 
immatvire fruits are also preferred. 
10.Date Palm (Phoenix SYlvestris) 
Only iop Ir-aves which Pirn tondfM- in nature are consumed hul-
this ilocK not affetrt the plant. Greeri fallen fruits are alsf) 
preforir-d. There occurs no damage in the growth phase. 
1.1. D11 ania ( Cor_iandxUJD sativa,) 
This crop) was also free from any browsing damage. The area 
luidcj- the crop is negligible. 
12 . F.ura 1 Ypt UR (Eucalyptus glpbosa) 
Here the top tender leaves are consumed and this damage is 
c(Tnsi stent till 2nd year of plantation. Another kind of damage 
occurs when hulls rub their horns against them. One individual was 
()|).'-!(>rvcfl eating the bark of this tree but only the white fresh 
|)()it ion w.iR in()CRt:ed and the black portion affected with Insects 
was nr)t ronsumed. 
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13.Kanji (Ponqamia pi nnata) 
Damage is caused in the early stage when top leaves and tender 
shoots are consumed. This damage is pursued till 3 years of 
plantation. Sometimes lower branches are also consumed. 
14.Khejrhi (Prosopis specigera) 
Top leaves are engulfed in the early stage but this damage 
ceases when thorns appear in the shoots. Tender shoots (only the 
tip pi:)rtion) are consumed for a short time after the appearance of 
thorns. 
IS.Juliflora (Prosopis iuliflora) 
The entire top plant is consumed in the initial stages but 
damage stops very early when the plant enters into growth phase. 
Green pods are highly preferred in the season (rainy season). 
16.Su-babul (Lucaenea leucocephala) 
Damage starts in the early stages and persists till the 
vegptat ive portion goes beyond the reach of the animals and grows 
in height . Romehimes bark is also stripped and consumed. Leaves 
are preferred. Juice of the branches is also consumed. 
17.GtasK plantation (Para grass, Karnal grass and Rhodes grass) 
Para grass and Karnal grass are highly damaged. If Para grass 
and Karnal grasses are present together then they go more for Para 
grass hut also prefer Karnal grass. Rhode grass is not much 
consumed but damage due to trampling can not be ruled out. 
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DAMAGE TO MIXED CROPS ; 
1. Bajra + Cow Pea 
Cow pea is more severely damaged than bajra 
2. Bajra + Cow pea + Dhencha 
Dhencha is more severely damaged and then comes cow pea. 
3. Maize + Arhar 
Maize is damaged in the initial stage and arhar is damaged at 
pod formation or ripening stage. 
4. Maize + Urd 
Maize is highly damaged. 
5. Urd f Bajra 
Urd is most ly damaged. 
6. Cotton + Jute + Arhar 
Julf^  is highly damaged in all stages. 
7. Cotton < Urd i Til 
Urd is highly damaged, cotton is damaged at ball formation. 
8. Rye » Masoor 
Masoor is mostly damaged. 
9. Gram t Rye 
Gr.-im TR highly damaged. 
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10. l>ea t Rye 
Pea is more damaged. 
11.Cucumbers + Gourds + Pumpkins 
Guard is highly damaged. 
12.Bhindi + Torai + Khurti (Cyamopsia psariliodes) 
Damage in bhindi occurs in all stages while khurti is damaged 
at pod formation. 
13.Water Melon + Melon 
First melon is damaged. 
14.Jowar i Cow pea • Dhencha 
Dhencha and cow pea are highly damaged. 
15.Cotton + Jute + Urd 
Jute and Urd are highly damaged. 
16.Sugarcane + Jute + Urd 
Jute and Urd are severely damaged. 
I 7 .Ma i xc I Jul c • Urd 
Jute and Maize are highly damaged. Maize is damaged upto cob 
formation in milking stage. Urd is damaged at pod formation. 
IS.Burseem + Mustard + Saunf 
BuiHRpm is highly damaged. 
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19.Wheat + Mustard 
Wheat and Mustard both in early stages but only wheat in late 
stagos. 
20.Gram + Barley + Mustard 
Gram is highly damaged. 
21.Mung • Arhar + Bajra 
Mung and Arhar are highly damaged. Mung sustains maximum 
damage in early stage while arhar suffers from damage on pods. 
22.l)hencha t Khurti 
Dhencha is mostly damaged. 
HIGHLY DAMAGED CROPS; 
Rabi : 
Wheat, Gram, Masoor (Lentil), Oat, Pea and Burseem. 
Kharif : 
Maize, Arhar, Dhencha, Cow Pea and Mung. 
Zaid : 
Melons, Mung and Cow pea. 
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R(Mnai kn : 
The damage by Nilgai to crops like pea. Jute, Mung, Gram, Cotton 
and wheat seedlings is extensive and severe (Schultz,1987 ; Chauhan 
& Sawarkar,1989 and Rajpurohit,1988) but crops like Mustard and rye 
are negligibly damaged. In Mustard and Rye the damage is 
attributable to trampling which is caused while moving to other 
crop fields passing through this crop. 
The highly preferred crops are Jute, Mung, Cotton, Pea, Gram, Wheat 
seedlings etc. Schultz (1987) and Chauhan & Sawarkar (1989) 
reported that cotton is only utilised for daytime refuge and not 
for feeding but here cotton is only utilised for feeding and not 
for taking shelter. 
The least preferred crops are those which produce oils like 
Mustard, Rye, Til etc. Ashraf (1989) observed Til to be the 
preferred crop in Jodhpur. Rajpurohit (1988) observed that Rye is 
avoided by Nilgai in Jodhpur. In the present study Nilgai avoids 
Rye, Til and Mustard. The highly preferred crops are those which 
do not produce oils like Jute, Cotton, Mung, Pea, Masoor, Arhar 
etc. The crops maize and wheat do not fall in either of these 
categories but still they are consumed heavily with much 
preference. 
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APPENDIX II 
Scientific Names of crop 
Common Name Scientific Name 
1 .Barley 
2.Oat (jai) 
3.Rice 
4.Wheat 
5.Maize 
6.Pearl roillet (Bajra) 
7.Jowar 
8.Gram 
9.Lentil (masoor) 
10.Cowpea 
11.Pigeon pea (Arhar) 
1 2 . Rr-Rb,in i a ( Dhericha ) 
1.1 .MiiRta rd 
14.Rye 
15.Cotton 
16.Jute 
17 .1'cnuqreck ( Ma i Lh i ) 
IB.Cluter bean (Guar) 
19.Moong 
20.Sugarbeet 
21.Ladies finger 
Hordeum vulgare 
Avenna sativa 
Oryza aat-ixa 
Triticum aestivum 
Zea mays 
Pennisetum typhoideum 
Sorghum vulgare 
Cicer areitenum 
Lens esculenta 
Vigna s inens i s 
Caianus cajan 
Sesbania aegyptica 
BrcLssiQa CArnpepixia 
BrassicLa jiin_efia 
Gossypium spp 
gojchQxaa gAELSJularis 
1 r„ijgQric..Ua XcLCDUuirsraecum 
Cyamopsis tetragonoloba 
Vigna radiata 
Beta vulgaris 
Abelmoschous esculentum 
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22.Onion 
23.Pea 
24.Potato 
25.Sweet potato 
26.Tomato 
27.Sugarcane 
28.Coriander 
29.Garlic 
30.Fennel 
31.Burseem 
3 2.Urd 
33.Til 
34.Sunflower 
35 .Cucumber 
36.Musk melon 
37.Water melon 
38.Pumpkin 
Allium cepa 
Pisuro sativum 
Saiaaum Jtu.b_exp_sjiiii 
Ipomoea ba ta tas 
Saccharum officinarum 
Coriandrum sativum 
Allium sativum 
Foeniculum Yu.l_gar_e 
Trifolium alexandrinum 
Phaseolus mungo 
Sesamum indicum 
Helianthus anum 
Cucumis sativus 
Cucumis melo 
Citrullus vulgaris 
Cucurbita moschata 
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APPENDIX III 
List of other plants consumed by Nilgai 
Trees 
1 • Butea inonosperma 
3 . Ppnjgarniai p i n n a t a 
5. Ficus relegiosa. 
7 . Ac.acjLa n i l o t i c a 
9. Zizyphus rotundifolia 
11.Melia azaderach 
13 . Tarnar Lndus iadi_cus 
2 . Syzygiuin c u m i n i 
4 . Embl ica o f f i c i n a l i s 
6. Ac.ac.ia IfiMcopMos 
8 . SXSiMQSlM. s p p . 
10 • Z i zyphus roauritiana 
1 2 . M a n g i f e r r a i n d i c a 
14.3:amajrix s p p . 
Sh.E.u_bs 
1• Capparis separia 
3. Capppaxla ggy],apic^ 
5 . .Zi-Z^ E^hiJ-S sp. 
7. Salavadora oleoides 
2. Capparis decidua 
4. Datura sp. 
6 . C a l g t y Q p j p prQg.^ra 
G r a s s e s 
1 • Ve^tJ,veo:ia z i z a n o i d e s 
3 . Saccharurn .sppntaneuni 
5 . S e t a r i a v e r t i c i l l a t a 
7 . Cynodon d a c t y l o n 
9 . Dendroca lamus s t r i c t u s 
2 . Sac^haxmn munja 
4 . Panlcurn c inMdota . le 
6 . S e t a j r i a a l a u o a 
8 . D i g i t e r i _ a b icaf-Ois 
10 . Impjera ta c y . l i n d r i c a 
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Sedges : 
1 • C^£_er_us c o m p r e s s u s 2. Cypfixua rot_uM.u_a 
Herbs 
I . Biif^rh.wi.i ( l i f f u w a 
3 . C o r c h o n i s a_estuan_s 
5. Indigofera linifolia, 
7. Pluchea lanceolata 
9. Ma J vast rum coron\endeii.a.awra 
I I . V.i.c i.n h i ru s t a 
1 3 . M e l i l o t u s a l b a 
IS .Argemone iiiejciga.lia 
2 . F t i g r ^ v n bona»" i eriH i f? 
4 . A c h a r a n t h u s aspej ia 
6._C)x_alis c u n i c u l a b a 
8 . Chenopodium album 
lO.Fumaria indica 
12.Sperqula arvensia 
14.Potentilla sapina 
Climbers & Twinners 
1 . Rhyncpsia minim.a! 
3. Ipomoea pestigridis 
2. CpccInia cordifolia 
4. Mukia madaraspatana 
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